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Solvent exposed versus burried active sites
~65%~35%
Damborsky J. et al. Curr. Opin. Chem. Biol. 13: 26 2009
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analysis of dynamical protein tunnels and channels
Chovancova E. et al. PLOS Comp. Biol. 8: e1002708 2012
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analysis of ligand transport via protein tunnels
Software
analysis of ligand transport via protein tunnels
Filipovic J. et al. IEEE/ACM in press 2019
Vavra O. et al. Bioinformatics 1: btz386 2019
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Stability analysis of mutations
Amgen, AstraZeneca, Biomin,
Novozymes, Codexis, Genentech, GSK
Pharma, EngIZyMe, Danisco, Novo
Nordisk, Contipro Pharma, FEI, Genia,
Enzymicals, C-Lecta, FluidOps, BRAIN,
Asaclean, Amano Enzyme, Mitsubishi
Chemical Holdings, Ingenza, Axis Shield,
Amicogen, Clariant, Verdezyne, Pfizer
17.000 jobs
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Focused directed evolution to open de novo tunnel 
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Tunnel functionality
wt LinB-C LinB-O




Analysis of ligand transport by CaverDock
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Conclusions
 Tunnels are important determinants of catalytic 
properties of enzymes with buried active sites.
 Caver, CaverDock, CaverWeb and Hotspot Wizard 
are software tools for rational design proteins.
 Engineering of gated tunnels provides enzymes 
with modified activities and specificities.
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Caver 3.0, CaverAnalyst 2.0
analysis of protein tunnels and channels
CaverDock 1.0
energetic analysis of passage of ligands 
Hotspot Wizard 3.0
safe mutagenesis and smart libraries
FireProt 1.0
design of thermostabilizing mutations 
EnzymeMiner 1.0
mining of novel enzymes in genetic databases
SoluProt 1.0
prediction of protein solubility 
